Many thanks to all of the following clients who have very kindly provided a feedback, Tony.
Anne Lozes Buchs, Mallorca, Spain
Magic Tony ! Thanks to him I know now that I am a highly sensitive person, which was a kind of surprise for
me, waiting 61 years to discover it ! In another session he boosted my very low blood pressure and it's only
now that I had it measured, perfect ! Coming back from India, I had a very bad cough and he suggested to
help me. It had vanished by the end of the session, I could not believe it ! Instantanously ! And yesterday, as I
broke my kneecap 15 days ago, Tony helped me so much, I felt so well at the end of the session that I almost
forgot my "metal legs" (crutches). I love the way he works, going to the root of the problem very quickly. The
result is really amazing ! Thanks so much dear Tony.
CB -London
'I saw Tony Mills for one session in London, in October 2014, the session was an hour and was life changing for
me. Great things started happening straight away and I was so much more motivated with tons more more
energy. Best money I ever spent. I feel so thankful. Every day since, I find I am saying to myself 'I feel
fantastic'. I feel he really saved me.:I went to see him because I had felt like I was getting ME and lethargic to the extreme so that I avoided even
small tasks like putting away the washing. Prior to the session I was having to have at least one 2 hour 'nap' in
the day even though I slept long and well in the night. Once I had his energy clearing all my fatigue had gone
and I was able to stay up later and get things done. Tony removed heavy thought forms from my aura which
had been feeding into my physical body and and were sucking my energy; so I was not getting enough for me.
He opened me up to my own positivity which had been crushed in my life. He helped me change my mind set
to be more positive by releasing past trauma so now I am less vulnerable to negative energy attaching itself to
me. Now I am able to get on with my future. I would highly recommend everyone has a check-over with Tony
Mills.
Michala W, Mallorca, Spain.
Tony has helped me tremendously. He is able to tap into the core, the truth. The results I, and many people I
have referred to Tony, have been incredible. An example of this is that I have had a severe latex allergy for
many years, not able to touch or be in the room with any by product of latex. The effects for me were severe,
chocking, swollen itchy body and an ambulance called immediately. Each time I have given birth or had an
operation the room would have to be scrubbed and everything removed before hand which took several hours.
One session focusing on this with Tony and I was cured. During the session, to my disbelief, he had me
holding a balloon! And still now I have no effects. This has been the same for claustrophobia and several
other fears I 'used to' have.
Lynsey Black, Dumfries, Scotland, UK.
My 4 year old suffered from acid reflux from birth which became a burden on her more as she got older. After
contacting Tony he was able to work his magic via distance healing and clear the problem. My daughter is
much more at ease and lives a happier life without the pain of acid reflux. Many thanks Tony.
Cindy Shilton, Northampton, UK.
Negative / Discordant Energies - I was going about my normal day when I very suddenly felt completely
drained of energy. My whole body ached and felt like lead and I felt cold and shivery. I knew I was not ill as
such but could not understand what was happening to me. I contacted Tony for distance healing and his
partner, Annie stepped into my energy field and immediately felt a discordant energy in my throat chakra. Tony
checked my aura and found it was closed down. Tony removed this negative energy and rechecked my aura
and found it to be fully restored and strong.
After the healing I felt so much better but decided to take it easy and spend the rest of the day reading some
of the books in preparation for my own Living Lens training at the end of July - really looking forward to it!
Especially as Tony says once I have had the Living Lens training I will be able to remove these negative
energies myself.
Zoe Galloway, Manchester, UK.
I attended Tony's Energetic Healing Wisdom class on Saturday and I truly am amazed with the results. You
have to see and feel it for yourself to believe it. An experience I will never forget. Many Thanks to Tony Mills Energetic Wisdom and Joanne Potts at True Serenity - Rochdale's Centre For Holistic Excellence for the
recommendation.

Cindy Shilton, Northampton, UK.
Following our very successful group healing event in sunny Roade (Northants) last month I noticed that my
Reiki power has increased. Stands to reason really, the clearer the channel, the greater the power. Milton
Keynes Reiki Support Group met again this evening, a few of us were also at Tony Mills group healing event
and noticed the same, as did the clients.
Anna A, Northampton, UK.
I do feel great since ! I feel fantastic, much more calmer, joyful and much more kinder to others than usual.
D. W. - Texas, USA.
I can say without doubt that the house harmonization Tony did for me over a year ago has made a huge
difference. There is a calmness and comfort in the house that was never there before. It is peaceful and like a
refuge from the ills of the world.
I wear the Red 9 harmonizing pendant every day and keep the Living Lens on my person each day. They center
me and help to keep anxiety and nervousness at bay.
Since working with Tony I am much less fearful of life; I am a more relaxed, calm, positive, and happy person.
I know, too, that with on going (distance healing) work and the expertise of Tony and Annie I will continue to
move forward, living well and being healthy in every aspect of life.
Sue Green (Proprietor) Upper Hurst Farm Caravan & Camping Site.
I feel very blessed and privileged to have had an individual healing session with Tony Mills. Tony has a profound
gift in identifying energy blocks and then clearing them. To see Tony in action, particularly when he is guided
by spirit to know exactly where & how to move energy in & around the body, is truly amazing-so much so I
found it quite emotional. Not only that but Tony has a very non-judgemental, empathetic and compassionate
way with his clients which is very important, particularly when (the client-me) is feeling a bit nervous or not
deserving.
Mariella Poole, Majorca, Spain.
When I found out about Tony, I was suffering depression, low self-esteem, lack of self-belief, I had too many
fears to list, and I was struggling to see anything clearly. I had an emotionally/psychologically abusive
upbringing and for too many years had been trying to find a way through that. I had some success with selfhelp books by Louise Hay, and Diana Cooper and had made some headway but I felt like every time I thought I
had reached the mountain top, I would actually find I was on a plateau and the mountain stretched up and up
ahead of me. I could see how much of my life was suffering because of the weight of the baggage I was
carrying. Then through delightful serendipity I met Tony Mills, and decided to give the Living Lens a go. After
the first session I felt as if I had taken an empty trunk to Tony’s house and that he had taken all the emotional
baggage off me and buried it somewhere in his orchard! The negative inner chatterbox that has been a feature
of every day for as long as I can remember has gone completely! The impact after just one session was
astounding. I have had four sessions and I can say that I am not the person I was when I walked into that first
session; I am now the person I always dreamt I could be. If someone had told me how different I would feel
about myself and life, I probably would not have believed it was possible, but my outlook has totally changed; I
do not live in fear anymore, I greet the world with a smile and the world smiles back, I feel strong with a solid
self-belief, a positive outlook and I now feel anything is possible. I have found my inner power and amazing
things are happening. I can see that people can see that change too. It is utterly wonderful and profound and
there just aren’t enough superlatives to describe how I feel about Tony’s work and its effect on me.
Louise USA - House Harmonising.
When Tony came to the States last year he visited me for a house harmonizing. I recall he had previously
advised me that cats are drawn to areas of Geopathic and Electromagnetic stress in homes. My cat is an older
adopted Himalayan with a peculiar distant behavior. When Tony brought out his dowsing rods Margot (the cat)
tried to get away but she was frozen in her movement with paws in the air for several seconds before she could
continue her journey, AMAZING. She is a changed cat, now follows me everywhere, sits next to me etc. and
sleeps under the harmonizer Tony placed in my house.
After the house clearing I felt as if I had taken off a very heavy winter coat. The house is feeling so much
lighter............! The energy has definitely changed................So is mine and Margot's, Thank you Tony !!!!

Poppy - Glasgow, Scotland.
I met Tony over 3 years ago when I was working in a beautiful village in the mountains of Mallorca. I
connected with him straight away and felt such a sense of trust since the first moment. This is not a usual
occurrence for me, especially with a man. I spotted the symbol he was wearing around his neck which
prompted an interesting conversation about his work and everything moved from there.
Tony has been a wonderful gift in my life, helping me untangle threads from this lifetime and many past life
experiences. His gift of getting to the root of what was causes physical and emotional discomfort is incredible. I
have released so many patterns and old ways of being, not always been an easy process, however very
rewarding.
Tony has such a pure intention when working with his clients and is one of the most selfless people I have ever
met! Patience, kindness and honesty being his core human qualities and on top of that his intuition and magic
way of connecting with deep wounds and gently moving them is truly beautiful.
I have gained so much self worth, a new sense of confidence and a lot self belief from the many sessions of
healing with Tony. He came into my life at the perfect moment and surfed some huge waves with me. I will be
forever grateful for his kindness, unconditional love and of course his beautiful friendship.
F.B. - London, UK
I just wanted to say that I've felt very "changed " since our session together. All sorts of obstacles seem to
have gone and I am able to move forward.
C.S., Northampton.
I experienced some of Tony's healing at the One World Festival http://oneworldcamp.com/england - he works
equally well in a large group situation or on a one to one basis. Various aspects were addressed during the
sessions including chakras, meridians, the spine and karmic guilt. I had healing on my central meridian and as
a Reiki master always do the Hui Yin (tongue placed at top of the mouth, anus contracted) when giving Reiki or
attuning people. Since I was given the healing my tongue naturally rests at the top of my mouth. On the final
day of One World it was an open floor - people could ask for help with any difficult issues. I had been job
seeking for a while and felt my confidence had taken a battering. I received a healing from Tony where he used
the Living Lens ahead of an interview the following week in which I got the job!!! I don't get nervous for
interviews but I feel something in my presence/energy field had been giving off less than positive vibes
(stemming from childhood) which has now been healed. Tony gives people back their power by removing any
blockages caused by past experiences.
J.M. - Berlin
Last Friday, I had myself checked by the Lung/chest specialist - she said that my TB/Asthma was fine although she heard from me just before that I had stopped taking the medicines for a few months. So your
healing worked and I am very happy about it!
W.G. - UK
Thank you so much for yesterday. I felt energised and light when I left yesterday and feel even better this
morning. All the stiffness in my neck and lower back that I normally wake up with, were not there this morning
and my abscess has practically halved in size. Even my right elbow has eased considerably.
C. G. - USA
The first few days after the treatment for my gut problems I didn't notice a lot of difference, but subsequently
my whole system seems to be working much better and with a regularity I haven't had for years! Many thanks
for this, I can't tell you how grateful I am.
D.L. - Manchester, UK
Thank you, thank you, thank you. The change to my life has been amazing. Thanks again
S.O. - North Wales
I was diagnosed with dystonia, neck tremor where the neck muscles are out of balance, and not happy with
NHS suggestion of Botox or medication. One session with Tony and the tremor has substantially reduced. The
result is more than I could have hoped for. The day after the session I went to the osteopath who said the
muscles either side of the neck were in balance. Amazing. I look forward to another session and in addition
intend to take the two (Living Lens) workshops.

Wini Jones Lewis - North Wales
Since my Healing & Energising workshop with Tony Mills my spirit is at peace. I have realised I do not need
love and acceptance/approval from anyone except myself, God/Jesus/the Universe. Perhaps I now also
understand that no other person can make me complete expect myself and my children. My lovely family and
friends are the icing on the cake of life.
Margaret McDougall - Scotland
I have suffered from very cold feet for a long time, Tony done some healing on them and now i have lovely
"toasty" feet and no longer need my bed-socks, ahhhhh so great to have them "alive" again. Thank you Tony.
Marion Menger, Germany
I've given my spare pendant away as a present to one of my reiki students, and when I met her today she said
she wouldn't want to be without it any more, as she feels kind of naked - energy-wise - when it's not there...
and I feel the same...
Christine Roberts, Wales
Feel good ..feel normal ..I haven't felt like this in ages. Thank you so much. Can I ask what you did cos I'm
amazed !!
Anne Lozes Buchs, Mallorca (Purchased a Red 9 Harmonising Pendant)
I am so pleased to have this pendant, which is quite powerful... It helps me a lot ! Thank you.
Anna Kuziw, Manchester
Tony is a very special man with a special gift - he will always try and help with whatever your problem may be.
You will come out of a session feeling so much stronger than before. Thanks Tony xx
Julie Silver, Manchester
Thanks for the wonderful healing workshops you gave at One World Festival the other week. I could feel a
difference in my energy as you were working and it felt like it was at a deep level so onwards & upwards :)
I've heard about some profound healings you've witnessed - you are an amazing facilitator of healing xx
Dave Binder, Manchester
I have known Tony for 3 years.....when I first saw his work, I was slightly sceptical....I had never seen anything
like it.....but since then I have grown a great understanding of how the body manifests our emotional
blocks......and Tony has done healing with me over the last 2 years.....and I can honestly say I'm now
unrecognisable.....Yes I have had other forms of healing as well as a general expansion of consciousness....but
I have no doubt in my mind that the work Tony has done has played a MAJOR role in releasing many of the
blocks I had.....
I also wear an electromagnetic pendant 24hrs a day......and I NEVER feel tired on the laptop all day, or the
phone.....and dont recall any ill effects from these items since wearing it.
Tony works on intuition & guides....and I would highly recommend him for any emotional clearance.....Its very
subtle....and not an overnight experience.....but it becomes embedded into your subconscious and is highly
effective.
Ciaran Dempsey
I have a "Thank You" for Tony. He spoke to me at One World 2011 in the early hours of the morning, in morethan-peculiar circumstances. His simple words were of enormous help to me in the "circumstances". Thank
Goodness you were there, Tony !
Ariston Wolfe
Thank you for helping with my back problem at One World!
Michael Richmond
Thank You for your input about the Coughing. I have worked on the (being over critical, having an inferiority
complex) and there as been a marked difference. Wishing You the Very Best in Life. Love Joy Michael :)

AM, Manchester
After years of illness and loneliness, bit by bit Tony has helped me get my life back. I trust him. He is a special
person and a deeply compassionate man. I had no hope and now I have hope.
ML, Anglesey, Wales
I went to see Tony for one therapeutic session and this one visit completely transformed my life and outlook on
the future.
MWV, Mallorca
I feel so great. I feel I can concentrate and pay attention much more easily. I feel empowered and ready to
embrace and accept whatever comes my way. I even sleep better.
CG, Cumbria
After the treatment for my gut and throughput my whole system seems to be working much better and with a
regularity I haven’t had for years! Many thanks for this, I can’t tell you how grateful I am. My son, also seems
to have noticed benefits since you gave him a similar treatment, and generally he seems happier and more
stable in his emotions, and also therefore in his relationship to his wife, so we both have much to thank you for.
SM, Texas
Mary called to let me know there had been a huge change in Heather (the young girl at the last group) – she
was smiling and talking both in school and at the gym. She told Mary she was no longer so affected by the fact
that she had been abandoned twice; by her biological mother and by a foster mother – she had let go of the
anger. Her teacher wanted to know what miracle had occurred!!
MT, Berlin
Everything that Tony found for blocks in these areas for myself , husband and children were completely “right
on target” Tony picked up a “lung meridian” imbalance in both my husband and my daughter. Interestingly,
when my husband gets sick it is always with chest congestion and coughing and my daughter who is 12 years
old now, had pneumonia when she was age 10.
RJM, London
Well, I didn’t quite know what to expect and therefore I had no pre-conceived expectations. The spine blockage
removals have been quite astounding. The major outcome has been a tremendous feeling of peace and
serenity. I know everything is fine no matter what.
SB, Yorkshire
During the session I really felt as though my spine was being realigned and it felt brand new by the end of the
session.
SJ, London
I feel I transcended the tribal into the glorious personal.
BL, Manchester
I felt I had all the right questions but not the right answers until Tony worked on my subtle bodies.
M.I. Manchester
I attended Tony's workshop at TS Rochdale, Manchester. UK on Saturday last, not really knowing what to
expect. When he began I thought, mmmm...strange, but lets keep an open mind. Although some of the ladies
were becoming emotional, & some were reacting to Tony's (almost psychic gyrations) I thought one lady was
going to start break dancing or do a Michael Jackson moon walk! Another lady I thought might float away at
moments notice!! I didn't really feel anything but thought to myself 'ok lets keep an open mind here and see
what transpires' and this is where things changed, let me tell you more.
During the afternoon session Tony said he would concentrate on the spinal area and continued using the
dowsing rods, which a small part of me still thought he was moving physically. When It came to my turn it was
discovered that I had problems with (I think L2 or L4), Tony stating that it related to cramps and parent issues
(though I had a good upbringing), and so standing in the centre of the room I decided to close my eyes and
see what would happen. I could feel Tony's presence around me naturally, but didn't know what he was
doing, and apart from becoming really hot nothing more was experienced. Now this is where things changed.

At the end of the workshop I was chatting to one of the participants, leaning over to talk to her and
thought..'that's strange my back isn't hurting, in fact it isn't hurting at all' ! Let me tell you that I have had a
problematic back for some 18/19 yeas and over the years have attended sports massage clinics, Osteopaths,
chiropractors (who said they would sort my back out for £3,500!) I have had x-rays which showed nothing, MRI
scans, which showed nothing, Physiotherapy, I even invested in an inverter in the mid 90's so I could hang
upside down, rather like a bat !! this gave some relief but didn't alleviate the problem.
The latest thing I tried was visits to Salford university Podiatry dept. Apparently of 90% of people who have
back issues the problem arises from the feet. So I had inserts put in my shoe's and attended weekly
manipulation sessions, where they discovered that I have zero movement in the lumber part of my spine! This
was between October and December last year. When my back is particularly bad , other people spot it, they
say something like, ' is your back bad today? yep, why? its because you're walking like a duck'
After the workshop I didn't say anything because I put it down to imagination, but popping into the town
centre afterwards and getting out of my car, I thought 'that's strange my back isn't hurting' and this has
continued. I bend over and no pain, I get in and out of the car, no pain, I sit down, no pain, I stand up, no
pain, I walk in the park/ shopping centre and don't have to sit down after 15 minutes, NO PAIN, I'll say that
again, NO PAIN !!, NOTHING !! I don't know what Tony did or, who/what he channels into but it worked ! All
the aforementioned things have never worked and my back has made me miserable FOR YEARS AND YEARS !
Five minutes with Tony and the pain and discomfort have (almost miraculously) disappeared ! There is some
stiff muscles in the lumbar area similar to when one has been working in the garden for a number of hours and
nothing that a stretching session or hot bath wouldn't sort out. But the constant aching (like someone is
twisting a large metal bar into my back has gone...COMPLETELY! which I do hope continues and am sure it will.
I will definitely be attending the next session in September with Tony at True Serenity, without a shadow of a
doubt !
LO - Manchester
I would like to fill you in regards how things have been and still continuing for me since my one to one session
and Living Lens Training Level One....I have and still continue to experience a shifting on all levels. I feel much
more connected to God. My thinking and understanding capacity as improved with new meaning and depth. I
now have a clear vision of my life's purpose. I feel totally relaxed and calm. I am more focused on myself and
my well being. I experience a massive rush of energy run from the base of my back upwards through my body.
I now feel my whole body as moved into alignment. I truly feel amazing and for the first time in my life the
light as switched on and it's shining ever so bright.
PD - Spain
What you did yesterday quite amazed me, in fact it blew me away! The work you are doing is amazing and I
will be sharing it with whoever I can.
DL
Epilepsy
I am totally gobsmacked at the difference in my health over the last week. It has been absolutely amazingly
brilliant! I haven't had 1 seizure, fit, absence or epilepsy related incident of any type, at all!!! I also haven't had
to take any painkillers at all since the weekend for my gall stones. It's so overwhelming. Thank you, thank you,
thank you! The change to my life has been amazing. Thanks again.
M. Spain
Cancer
Last check up was incredible, the doctor congratulated me because the tumors and noduls were reduced and
two of them had almost disappeared. This is very good news!!
SDE - USA.
Distance healing
Thank you so very much for working on me. I tend to feel cleaner and lighter after you pull energy off of me.
The week-end before last, I was feeling like I was about to collapse with all the pressure and stresses going on.
Then, by Sunday afternoon, I felt normal again. Thanks so much.

D - Switzerland.
My back is good and the anxiety still all gone .
L R - Berlin
F. is most grateful. He said he slept so well that night after the session with you, and all his fear is gone. He
sounded completely different on the phone. Today we met for brunch, he looks well. B. also reported in: she
was thrilled with her session. I ran into B. and she was full of praise as well. You did good ! Many thanks !
WG- UK
Thank you so much for yesterday. I felt energised and light when I left yesterday and feel even better this
morning. All the stiffness in my neck and lower back that I normally wake up with were not there this morning
and my abscess has practically halved in size. Even my right elbow has eased considerably.

